ABSTRACT

Introduction: Orthodontic treatment involving fixed appliance is a long term process. This treatment has a maximum risk of development of caries as proper oral hygiene maintenance would not be noticed. This increases the number of streptococcus mutans and lactobacillus which would form a biofilm. The armamentarium used in this treatment like molar band, brackets etc. are plaque stagnant areas, which over a period of time leads to caries, gingivitis etc. Thus, proper oral hygiene should be maintained by patients.

Aim: The main objective of the study is to assess the prevalence of caries secondary to the orthodontic treatment in patients visiting a private dental hospital.

Materials and Methods: A descriptive study which was performed under a university setting where all the patients reported to Private Dental college and hospital, Chennai. The data was collected by reviewing patients records and analysed the data of 140 patients who underwent orthodontic appliance treatment between May 2019- December 2020. The population size of the study was found to be n=80. Data was collected, tabulated, statistical analysis was done using SPSS-IBM.
Results and Discussion: From the statistical analysis, it is observed that the total number of caries that could be seen after the orthodontic appliance treatment was more in males (58.23%) when compared to females and the most commonly affected age is between 18-25 years with 49.37%. Moreover, the common tooth that affected were molars with 49.37%.

Conclusion: Within the limitations of the current study, it is found that molars are the most commonly affected teeth and the age group which is affected the most is between 18-25 years. Thus, it is the imperative for dentists to provide preventive resin restorations, fluoride varnish and also proper instructions for maintenance of oral hygiene during the orthodontic treatment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Orthodontic treatment, especially the fixed appliance is most likely to cause plaque accumulation, increasing the risk of caries and periodontitis. It makes the conventional method of brushing difficult and also decreases the removal of plaque by the saliva [1]. It could be seen that the majority of the population undergoing fixed appliance is under the age group of 25 years. This type of the orthodontic treatment has made the maintenance of the oral hygiene difficult, altered the environment of the oral cavity and has also increased the caries activity due to increase in the salivary concentrations of lactobacilli which is the source of acid for enamel demineralisation [2]. The ecological changes that place in the oral microbiota affect the composition, metabolic activity and pathogenicity of the biofilm formed [3]. The biofilm which forms on the tooth surface induces caries, gingivitis and periodontitis. This problem arises mainly due to the presence of the archwires, multiple loops and different types of elastics which makes it complicated to maintain and hence those areas become more susceptible for caries formation [4]. The insertion of the wire during the ortho treatment, will make new surfaces available for the biofilm to form [5]. Patients who are under orthodontic treatment are more prone to develop caries when compared to others. However, the distribution of lesions and the severity varies from person to person [6]. The most commonly affected site would be the buccal and lingual surfaces especially in the anterior and lower premolar areas, the pits and fissures of both premolars and molars [7]. The use of topical fluorides and mechanical plaque control methods have been incorporated [8]. It has been noticed that streptococcus mutans and Lactobacillus are the major constituents of the pathogenic bacteria flora in causing dental caries [9]. The capacity for S.mutans to produce caries is the ability to synthesize water-insoluble glucans, the main component essential for its cariogenicity [10,11]. Many studies have revealed that changes in the development of S.Mutans and Lactobacillus are complex and unpredictable during the first 2 months of the orthodontic treatment [12]. In clinical studies, increase in the incidence of incipient carious lesions and generalised gingival inflammation have been noticed in patients undergoing fixed orthodontic treatment [13].

Researches have revealed that material and properties of brackets have an effect on the bacterial attachment and plaque retaining capacity and microbial diversity [14,15]. Initial bacterial accumulation is a pre-condition for the further development of the biofilm which on severe progression would result in dental caries and periodontitis. The main reason for the deterioration of the periodontal tissue is that these orthodontic bands are engaged near the supra and subgingival areas [16]. Patients undergoing orthodontic treatment will most commonly experience caries at the end stage of their treatment [17]. Severe biofilm formation would thus lead to periodontitis, caused by the periodontopathogenic bacteria and another condition is gingivitis, which is usually a milder one when compared to periodontitis, and is largely reversible [18,19]. This gingival enlargement can lead to increase in the subgingival surface [20,21]. Hence, biofilm formation is one the major problems for inducing caries and is said to be high in the patients undergoing orthodontic treatment. The aim of the study is to assess the prevalence of caries secondary to the orthodontic treatment in patients visiting a private dental hospital.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This was a descriptive study which was performed under a university setting where all the patients between 15-40 years of years reported to Private Dental College and hospitals,
Chennai, India. The data was collected by reviewing the patient’s post treatment records and analysed the data of 140 patients who underwent orthodontic appliance treatment between May 2019- December 2020 in which sample size of the study who had caries post orthodontic treatment was found to be n=80 whereas rest 60 patients were found to be caries free. The data also gives the different duration of the orthodontic treatment which could be taken as 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 months and 1 year. The data was cross verified with photographs and was compiled for statistical analysis on SPSS software. The minimising sampling bias was done using the random sampling method. There was a high internal validity and low external validity in our study. The inclusion criteria for the study is patients between 15-40 years of age who underwent only orthodontic fixed appliance treatment. Exclusion criteria is patients with existing caries before the start of orthodontic treatment and patients who had other orthodontic treatment like removable appliance etc. Chi square test was used to compare the groups with p<0.05 was considered significant and the results were interpreted.

3. RESULTS

The current study shows the data for the caries which have been developed after the orthodontic treatment. Graph 1 the distribution of patients having caries after the orthodontic treatment in relation to age. Patients in 21-25 years of age had been maximum affected (49.37%) whereas those in 15-20 years were less affected (20.25%) when compared to 21-25 years of age group. The data reveals that 58.23% of the females were most commonly affected with caries (Graph 2). Molars were most commonly affected among both females and males in which females have a higher percentage of 31.65% whereas males have 17.72%. (Graph 3).Most affected teeth were patients having both the molars and premolars which were affected simultaneously, in which females are 21.52% whereas males have 15.19% affected due to caries with p value of 0.2, being not significant. Correlation between the gender and the arch affected showed both maxillary and mandibular arches had been simultaneously affected for males and females in which females show a high percentage of 29.11% whereas males show 18.99%.( Graph 4) Mandibular arch was affected next with 21.52% in females and 13.92% in males and also has a p = 0.6, which was not significant. Correlation between the gender and the treatment duration found that females were more affected than males. 22.78% of females got caries in a period of 3 months treatment duration whereas 15.19% of males developed caries in a duration of 6 months of orthodontic treatment (Graph 5). These two percentages were the highest in the treatment duration and with the p value of 0.08, which was not significant. Correlation between the age and the tooth affected showed that molars were most affected teeth in the age groups between 15-30 years. 22.78% of them affected belong to 21-25 years, 10.13% of them in 15-20 years and 12.66% of them in 26-30 years for which the p value = 0.3, not significant (Graph 6). Also the correlation between the age and arch was seen. Both maxilla and mandibular arch had been simultaneously affected for the majority of patients. Around 18.99% of those affected were in 21-25 years, 12.66% of them belonged to 26-30 years and 8.86% were under 15-20 years. Moreover, the mandible arch had been affected the most in 21-25 years patients (22.78%) when compared to the other groups (Graph 7). correlation between the age and the treatment duration. Caries development in 6 months duration seemed to be highest in certain groups like 21-25 years (17.72%) and 15-20 years (5.06%), whereas on the other hand 3 months duration was the highest in age group 26-30 years (7.59%), 31-35 years (3.80%) and 36-40 years (1.27%) (Graph 8).

4. DISCUSSION

Orthodontic treatment with a fixed appliance increases the risk of developing plaque retention and thus increases the risk for caries and periodontitis. Bacterial adhesion to these materials has the ability to form the biofilm on foreign bodies which leads to infections, caries and other conditions [22]. It includes braces, wires and attachments which would retain more food particles and provide retentive sites for dental plaque. It makes it more difficult to maintain oral hygiene and thereby there is a marked increase in the S.mutans and lactobacillus seen. It could be noticed that self ligating braces restrict wires into slots using self ligating components that reduces friction and provide less space for plaque accumulation when compared to other dental ligating components. Biofilm process starts initially with the bacterial attachment. The glucan binding protein contributes to the initial attachment.
Graph 1. The bar chart represents the distribution of patients having caries after their orthodontic treatment in relation to age. Most of the people who were likely affected were between 21-25 years (49.37%), 15-20 years (20.25%), 26-30 years (20.25%), 31-35 years (8.86%)

Graph 2. This bar chart represents the distribution of patients affected with caries after their orthodontic treatment in relation to gender. Nearly more than half of the females (58.23%) were affected when compared to males (41.77%)
Graph 3. The bar chart represents the correlation between the gender and the tooth affected. The x axis represents gender and the y axis represents the count of the tooth affected. The count of molar teeth affected was found to be the highest in which females had a largest count of 31.65% and males had 17.72%. Next affected tooth was premolars with 5.06% in females and 8.86% in males. However, a large percentage is present for both the teeth affected which was 21.52% for females and 15.19% in males. (Chi square test ; p value=0.2; p>0.05; hence not significant). From this we can infer than females are more prone to the caries especially in molars after the orthodontic treatment (31.65%)
Graph 4. The bar chart represents the correlation between the gender and the arch affected. The x axis represents gender and y axis represents the count of the arch affected. The count of maxillary arch only was found to be 7.59% in females and 8.86% in males. Followed by the count of mandibular arch only was found to be 21.52% in females and 13.92% in males. The count was seen highest in both the arches affected which was 29.11% in females and 18.99% in males. (Chi square test; p value=0.6; p>0.05; hence not significant). From this graph, we can infer that females are affected the most by caries in both the maxillary and mandibular arches (29.11%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chi-Square Tests</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Asymptotic Significance (2-sided)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Chi-Square</td>
<td>0.933a</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood Ratio</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N of Valid Cases</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Graph 5. The bar chart represents the correlation between the gender and the treatment duration. The x axis represents the treatment duration and the y axis represents the count of the affected teeth in various treatment duration. The count for 3 months was found to be highest in which it is 22.78% in females and 7.59% in males. The count of affected teeth was found to be highest in 6 months for males with 15.19%. (Chi square test; p value=0.08; p>0.05; hence not significant). From this graph, we can infer that females have developed more caries within 3 months of their treatment (22.78%) and males have developed caries in 6 months of their treatment (15.19%).
Graph 6. The bar chart represents the correlation between the age and the tooth affected. The x axis represents the age groups and y axis represents the count of the tooth affected. It was found that molars only are the highest being affected and are 10.13% in 15-20 years, 22.78% in 21-25 years and 12.66% in 26-30 years. The least affected was premolars and the second most affected were both molars and premolars only. (Chi square test; p value=0.3; p>0.05; hence not significant). From this graph, we can infer that patients in the age group 21-25 years are most affected by caries especially in molars (22.78%)
Graph 7. The bar chart represents the correlation between the age and arch affected. The X axis presents the age groups and the y axis represents the count of the arch affected. The highest percentage was seen in the both maxillary and mandibular arch affected and that was about 18.99% in 21-25 years, 8.86% in 15-20 years, 12.66% in 26-30 years and 7.59% in 31-35 years.(Chi square test ; p value=0.09; p>0.05; hence not significant). Thus, we can infer that patients in the age group 21-25 years are the most affected by caries especially in their mandibular arch (22.78%).
Graph 8. The bar chart represents the correlation between the age and the treatment duration. The x axis represents the age group and y axis represents the treatment duration. It was found to be highest in 6 months which was 17.72% in 21-25 years, 5.06% in 15-20 years, 5.06% in 26-30 years. (Chi square test; p value=0.03; p<0.05; hence significant). From this graph, we can infer that patients in the age group 21-25 years are having more caries in 6 month duration of their treatment (17.72%).
In this study, we could find that caries after the ortho treatment was seen that 21-25 years was the most affected age group (Graph 1). In a study by Ameberg et al, states that 19-25 years are affected as they face greater challenges in maintaining good oral hygiene. Contrast study of weiting chen and Yu Zhou states that the orthodontic treatment with the fixed appliance decreased the risk of caries. This could be due to increase in the caries level mainly depending on the individual susceptibility, dietary, oral hygiene and could also be due to lack of basic manual skills and intellectual abilities that preclude adequate practices such as brushing. Oral health education is a must before placing an orthodontic appliance inorder to obtain an optimum oral hygiene achievement [23].

This study reveals that 31.65% of females and 17.72% of males have got molars affected (p value=0.2; p>0.05; not significant) (Graph 3). In the study of Mustafa et al, molar teeth had more caries which affected both the males and females equally. Another study by Macek et al, stated that caries in molars are more susceptible when compared to the incisors, canines and premolars. In a contrast study of Eur J et al, reveal that more caries could be seen in the distal surfaces of the central incisor, lateral incisors and canines. The reason for caries buccal surfaces of the maxillary molars and the lingual surfaces of the mandibular molars is due to the intricate morphology and difficult access for good oral hygiene [25]. It could also be seen that greater food impactions are there between archwire and soft tissue [26].

Both the arches were equally affected in males (18.99%) and females (29.11%) with p value=0.6; p>0.05, not significant (Graph 4). In a study of Safa Tuncer et al, females are more affected (59.1%) by caries in both the maxillary and mandibular arch. A contrast study proposed by Manji et al, stated that lower molars were severely affected in the entire dentition. The reason for developing caries could mostly be due to the many reasons. It could be due to the female sex hormones. In a study of Lukacs, stated that hormones play a significant role in the cavity formation. Cumulative effects of estrogens, fluctuations at puberty and high levels during pregnancy can induce caries. Yet another reason could also be due to the less saliva production by females when compared to males, thus reducing the food residue in the teeth and also there is a rate of flow of saliva during pregnancy [27]. It was found that the most affected patients with caries is during their 3 months for females (22.78%) and 6 months duration for males (15.19%) of their orthodontic treatment with p value of 0.08 (Graph 5). Another study revealed high caries in females within 5 months of the orthodontic treatment [28]. There are no such contrasting studies correlating the gender and the duration of the orthodontic treatment. Reasons could be mainly due to the anxiety females face and related to the dental anxiety issues which females face apart from the biofilm formation.

In relation to the tooth affected with age, molars seem to show the highest percentage for all the age groups with the p value=0.3; p>0.05, not significant (Graph 6). In the study of Iange et al, states that caries was highest in the age group 16-20 years [29]. In a similar study of Blerim kamberi et al, it was found that prevalence of dental caries was highest in the 18-34 year group (77.90%). A contrast study suggested the high rate of caries was found to be in the age of 45-70 years (80.1%). The reasons could be reduced brushing frequency, not following instructions given by the orthodontist, reduced frequency of dental check ups and most importantly lack of knowledge in the brushing pattern and maintenance of the appliance [30]. In this study, the correlation between the age and arch affected reveals that both the arches were equally affected which was seen highest in the age group 21-25 years with 18.99% and p value=0.09; p>0.05; not significant (Graph 7). A similar study of Yu Zhou revealed the caries affecting both the maxillary and mandibular arches equally, especially the molars of both in teenagers. In a contrast study of Falci et al, stated that mandibular arch was affected in the age group 35-45 years [31]. It could be morphology of the molars with deep pits and
fissures that causes increased risk of caries especially when enamel decalcification takes place during the treatment which creates stagnation of bacteria and biofilm formation [32].

In our study, there is a correlation between the treatment duration and age which shows that 6 months duration is the highest in 21-25 years with 17.72% and p value=0.03; p<0.05, significant (Graph 8). A similar study stated that orthodontic treatment was associated with active caries with the prevalence rate of 72.3%. There were no contrast studies present for the correlation between the age and the duration of the orthodontic treatment. The longer the duration of the orthodontic treatment, the higher occurrence of active carious lesions. Various treatment options are available in order to prevent the caries formation. Preventive resin restoration before undergoing the orthodontic treatment, usage of orthodontic brushes will definitely prevent these caries development [33]. The level of caries might even go as deep as we would have never imagined, so, prevention is quite important. Proper brushing technique and rinsing method should be taught to the patients to decrease the risk of caries [34]. Preventive resin restoration can be given based on the affordability of the patient. High fluoride varnish can also be given to prevent white spot lesion [35,36]. Weekly review is a must for these orthodontic patients. The limitations of our study is unicentred with a limited demographic area of smaller sample size. By investigating the prevalence of caries and its association with preventive measures would also might help broaden existing knowledge about the various preventive measures for such caries development and hence would also improve our clinical management to minimize false interpretations.

5. CONCLUSION

Within the limitations of study, it can be concluded that patients undergoing orthodontic treatment, especially fixed appliance, molars are the common affected teeth and also between the age group 21-25 years of age. This is one of the most recent and perhaps the first study to evaluate the prevalence of caries secondary to the orthodontic treatment among 15-40 years of age visiting the outpatient department of Private Dental College and Hospitals. Hence, patients should have proper oral hygiene maintenance especially during their orthodontic treatment as they are prone to develop in such patients and at the same time, duty of the dentists to provide preventive measures like preventive resin restoration, mouth washes, orthodontic brushes and fluoride varnish.
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